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Outline
● What is the Specificity measure?

– A clear model → complies with hermeneutic needs
– Characteristics, strengths, weaknesses

● Specificities in practice (from TXM experience)
– Synergy with other text analysis functionalities
– Advanced settings which open and refine analytical 

possibilities
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The underlying statistical model
Example of a corpus with 3 parts (for instance 3 texts) 
and 4 different words:

We want to evaluate the frequency 
of one word (the blue triangle      ) 
in one part (the central part).
We compare it with random word 
allocations (all possible word 
sequences with equal probability)

t = 3 t = 5 t = 4

T = 12 total size of the corpus
t = 5 size of the part
F = 4 total frequency of the word
f = 3 freq. of the word in the part

T = 12
t = 5
F = 4
f =  ?
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The underlying statistical model
f p
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0
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3
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0.07

0.35
0.43
0.14
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The probability of a frequency is given by the 
proportion of random allocations with this frequency.

3 is greater than the frequency for equal distribution 
(4x(5/12)=1.6), so we compute a positive Specificity.

We compute the cumulative probability of a 
frequency of 3 or more (one-tailed p-value):
p(f ≥ 3) = p(f=3) + p(f=4) = 0.14 + 0.01 = 0.15

The Specificity is the order of magnitude (typically Log
10

) of the 
probability:
If p=0.1 then S+=|Log

10
(0.1)|=|Log

10
(10-1)|=1

if p=0.01 then S+=|Log
10

(0.01)|=|Log
10

(10-2)|=2, etc.
if p=0.15 then S+=|Log

10
(0.15)|=|Log

10
(10-0.8)|= 0.8

%
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The underlying statistical model
● In case the frequency is less than the frequency for equal 

distribution, we compute a negative Specificity that adds 
probabilities for the observed frequency or less.

● Examples of result interpretation:
– A Specificity of +4 means that, if words were distributed randomly, 

there would be a 1 in 10,000 chance to get this frequency or more 
(0.01 % of all possible word allocations reach this frequency).

– A Specificity of -2 means that, if words were distributed randomly, 
there would be a 1 in 100 chance to observe this frequency or less 
(1 % of all word allocations with such a low frequency in the part).
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The underlying statistical model
Part Rest Total

Word f (F-f) F

Rest (t-f) (T-F)
-(t-f)
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Total t (T-t) T

Word J No Word J Total

Word  I n
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i
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No Word I (n
j
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i
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j
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i
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j
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j
) N

Feature A All other cases: 
B, C, D... (¬ A)

Total

Feature a naa
(na - naa

) na

All other cases: 
b, c, d... (¬ a)

(n
a
-naa

) (N+naa
-na-na

) (N-na)

Total n
a

N-n
a N

Data = any contingency table
The Specificity measure can 
be applied to:

● Keywords
● Collocations
● Links between values 

in two paradigms (sets)
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The underlying model – Recap
● The Specificity score evaluates whether the frequency of a word 

in a corpus part is noteworthy.
● It compares the original data to a random allocation of words.
● For every frequency, an exact probability is computed from the 

proportion of cases carrying out the frequency.
● Probabilities are cumulated: probability for the frequency or 

more (resp. or less) → how rare it is to reach such a high (resp. 
low) frequency.

● The Specificity score converts the probability into its order of 
magnitude.
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Dissemination in the scientific community

● In the field of Textometry
– Lafon 1980, MOTS : Seminal paper (in French)
– Lebart, Salem & Berry 1998 :  Handbook (in English) 

(Specificity score = “characteristic element diagnostic”).
– Specificity computing is a core feature in textometric 

software
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● At international level, the statistical model is known as 
the Fisher’s exact test (or Fisher-Yates) – at a glance:
– Pedersen 1996 (“Fishing for exactness”, SCSUG SAS users conf.) : 

promotes the Fisher's exact test for the detection of word pairs
– Evert 2004 (PhD) and 2009 (Corpus Linguistics. An international Hanbook, chap. 58 

on Collocations): the Fisher's exact test is used as reference point for the comparison 
of measures for collocation.

– McEnery, Xiao & Tono 2006 (Corpus-based language studies: An advanced 
resource book): the Fisher's exact test is recommended when  the expected 
frequency in a cell of a contingency table has a value less than 5.

– Gries 2012 (in the Encyclopedia of applied linguistics), 2014 (“Quantitative corpus 
approaches to linguistic analysis: seven or eight levels of resolution and the lessons 
they teach us”): the Fisher's exact test is applied to collexeme analysis (attraction or 
repulsion between a word and a slot in a syntactic construction), collocation, 
colligation.

Dissemination in the scientific community
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A partial success: 
designers’ technical criticisms – discussion

● Computationally expensive (factorial formula, combinatorial problem)
– less acute with the advancing of current hardware power?

● Sophisticated implementation (no straight application of formulae 
since this can meet computational boundaries)
– possibility of relying on available implementations

for instance the R package textometry.

● Limited usefulness (results converge with those of simpler measures 
when frequencies and part sizes are large enough, as soon as expected 
frequencies are greater than 5)
– cases of expected frequencies less than 5 happen, and it could be clearer to 

consider a unified model for the whole frequency range.
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● Unclear formula (not a concise and pragmatic ratio or percentage 
for instance)
– but the underlying model is transparent, which might be the key for 

hermeneutic considerations?

● Bias towards high frequency words
– This is a straightforward consequence of a statistical approach: 

the more occurrences you observe, 
the more confident you are in your judgement, 
the lower the probability can be when a deviation is observed.

– This is not to be corrected (the measure does what it is designed to) but 
this has to be taken into account in uses and may be complemented with 
other descriptive tools.

Partial success: 
users’ hermeneutic criticisms – discussion
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A gauge rather than a predictive model

● The model is mathematically exact, 
but it is not linguistically realistic: the aim is
– not to model language

● word occurrences are not independent events, since there 
are obvious contextual, syntactic and semantic 
interconnections

● scores cannot be understood as lexical or linguistic 
probabilities

– but to get a clear benchmark, a measuring tool
12



  

A gauge rather than a predictive model
● However, scores are used as both absolute and relative 

indicators
– Absolute threshold

● words with a score less than 2 (p=0.01, 1%) or even 3 (p=0.001, 1 ‰) are 
poor candidates, since their frequency can be due to common fluctuations;

● the p=0.05 (5 %) usual threshold is inadequate because
– language doesn’t work randomly (too many words would be identified as outliers)
– problem of multiple comparisons: raising the threshold is a way to deal with this problem.

– Relative ranking
● sort in descending score and focus on top words.
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Useful mathematical properties
● No validity threshold: the model is exact and can deal with the full range of frequencies.
● No need for bootstrap confidence intervals: low frequencies that could generate 

unreliable/unstable results get low scores inherently
● Frequency may provide more nuanced information than Boolean presence/absence 

(document frequency)
However this comes with correlates that have to be understood:

– the Specificity measure is hardly effective on short texts or small subcorpora
– the Specificity measure is more responsive to high frequency words, that include many grammatical 

words

● The Log10 notation provides an efficient scale to read and rank results
– Many probability values are very low and way below conventional threshold, without this scale conversion 

they may appear mixed-up or blended into a unique very low probability set (see the evolution of the 
Calc corpus calculator of the Czech national corpus) 

● The measure must be fed with plain original word counts – no relative frequencies
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Not an all-in-one tool
● Measuring keyness? => Specificity measures one aspect 

(frequency variation) that can be related to keyness
● The textometric approach builds analytical paths that 

associate complementary views on data – for instance here:
– Word-in-context features (such as Concordance KWIC view) are 

crucial to interpret the Specificity results
● May suggest more relevant linguistic units (phrases, patterns, topics, etc.)

– View on syntagmatic text progression that gives focus to word 
sequence throughout texts and corpus
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Synergy of Specificities (table and chart), KWIC Concordance and Progression view. 16

VOEUX Corpus:
54 New Year addresses to the Nation 

by French presidents 
(1960-2013, 60 k words)

https://txm.gitpages.huma-num.fr/textometrie/files/corpora/voeux/


  

Tackling the bag-of-word frontier
● Progression view is one answer to render the internal 

content of a part

● Another solution consists in recursively applying the 
Specificity computing at different scales, typically on the part 
level then on the text level.
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Specificities at the president level [top] and at the annual address text level [bottom] 18

VOEUX Corpus:
54 New Year addresses to the Nation 

by French presidents 
(1960-2013, 60 k words)

Mitterrand
Chirac

https://txm.gitpages.huma-num.fr/textometrie/files/corpora/voeux/


  

Settings: score ranges
● Positive specificity scores (top scores & S+ ≥ 3)

– to detect words with unusually high frequency (that could be keyword candidates, inter alia)

● Negative specificity scores
– Avoidances, taboos, other lexical choice...
– nullax particular case (S- ≤-3 & f=0): the word doesn’t occur and that is statistically bizarre in 

the context of the corpus→ a tool for the detection of interesting absences

● Low specificity scores in all parts 
(|S| < d with typically d Î [0.5, 2] , & top frequencies)
– Basic vocabulary (words that are common in every part)
– Low frequencies are less interesting because they cannot get a high specificity score anyway 

→ the low score is simply a consequence of low frequency

– Implementations : specificities/banal forms command in IRaMuTeQ, 
stats/BasicVocabulary utility in TXM
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Settings: score ranges
Illustrations with the VOEUX corpus

Nullax :

Basic Vocabulary : Corpus divided in Presidents, max. score d = 1.5

De Gaulle : compatriote, chômage, croissance...
Pompidou : compatriote, sans, république...
Giscard : Europe, vif...

Mitterrand : valeur...
Chirac : bonheur...
Sarkozy : progrès...
Hollande (only 1 text) : pouvoir

life

peace

effort

No end like
“Vive la France”



  

Settings: which “words”?
● Choice in analytical property

– e.g. word form, lemma, lemma+POS,...
– This choice sets linguistic expectations (what kind of types are wanted) and 

rules the type/token relationship (how tokens are assigned to types).

● Possibility of defining complex lexical units
– Word set as a whole (typically representing a topic)
– N-grams, morphosyntactic patterns...
– Two tracks:

● Focused search on a (sophisticated and precise) predefined linguistic unit (a priori), or
● Overall search according to which the corpus is “tokenized” in some way (more 

inductive)
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Settings: which parts (or texts, documents)?

● Specificity applied to a “partition” (set of parts – no overlap, no 
exclusion)
– Comparative analysis of N entities (authors, genres, etc.)

● Specificity applied to a “subcorpus” (1 part in a corpus)
– Characterizing an entity within a corpus that serves as reference

● Various levels of corpus granularity: a part may be
– a set of texts based on text metadata values
– a set of intratextual chunks: for instance in a play, the speech turns of a 

character
– a set of words: for instance, words that are not in direct speech chunks
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Settings: Table margins
● Adjusting a paradigmatic subset of variation

– ex. searching of characteristic verbs only within the verb set of 
the corpus (in order to cancel out the overall style variation 
towards preference for nouns or for verbs) (Mayaffre 2006, 
JADT Conf.)
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Table margins: use case in Mayaffre JADT 2006
1) Specific words for Giscard are mostly nouns and related POS.
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Table margins: use case in Mayaffre JADT 2006
2) Actually, Giscard underuses verbs (he overuses nouns and other related POS).
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Table margins: use case in Mayaffre JADT 2006
3) To study characteristic verbs → compute specificities considering only verbs (not all words)
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Settings: Table margins
● Adjusting a paradigmatic subset of variation

– In TXM, many possibilities:
● Direct specificity computing → entire corpus as reference
● From Index word selection to rows in Lexical table, two options:

– Calculate the margins from the frequencies of all the words of the corpus → entire 
corpus as reference

– Calculate the margins only from the frequencies of the elements of the index → 
selected word set as reference

● Specificity computing for an input of any (externally built) contingency table
→ table content as reference

● Full customized parameters values: the r/PlotSpecif utility computes S 
from any input values for f, F, t, T parameters → customized selection 
underlying T as reference
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Settings for Word, Parts and Table margins: 
use case in Guillot et al. 2013

● Field = Diachronic 
linguistics – evolution 
of French language

● Corpus = taken from 
the Base de Français 
Médiéval (BFM)

● Word = patterns with 
an infinitive verb

● Part = direct speech 
(DD) vs other words

● Margins = infinitives 
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Settings: Table margins
● Effective impact on meaning and interpretation

– There may be several relevant choices for margins 
but they implement different meanings.

– Ex.: S+ for personal pronouns (PP)
● When margins = all words: “Are some PP overused? Which ones?”

– There may be none.
– There may be all of them.

● When margins = all PP: “Is there a balanced use of PP (reflecting their overall 
mean use in the corpus)? When a PP is used, is there a noticeable preference 
towards some of them?”

– There may be a preference for a PP that is an underused word of the corpus, if the part globally 
underuses PP.

– It cannot happen that all PP are overused (resp. underused), because what is considered is the 
balance within the PP paradigm.
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Personal Pronouns Specificities in the VOEUX corpus

Margins = all words Margins = PP only 30

https://txm.gitpages.huma-num.fr/textometrie/files/corpora/voeux/


  

Summary
1.The specificity measure is a Fisher's exact test, a powerful statistical test 

dedicated to contingency tables, supplemented with a convenient notation
→ it has sound theoretical foundations

2.It evaluates word frequency variation among parts in a reference corpus 
→ no semantic claim, no direct keyness -but maybe a piece of it?

3.It implements a transparent modeling (portion in all random word allocations) 
→ asset for hermeneutic concerns: 
users can fully understand what scores mean

4.Available packages overcome the computational complexity of this test 
→ affordable implementation
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Summary
5.In the textometric approach, the specificity measure is involved in interactive 

analytical paths combining various computations and views 
→ a descriptive tool in a toolbox rather than an efficient and direct integrated 
measure

6.The bag-of-word frontier may be addressed by subsequently processing what 
is in the bag 
→ from that perspective, the problem may not come from the measure itself but 
from the way it is used

7.Settings (especially from textual data to contingency table input) open lots of 
analytical ways and have a large impact on the meaning of outputs 
→ this potential is worth exploring and managing
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If this talk was a unique keyword?

?
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interpretation
seeking meaning

making sense
understanding

The Statistical 
Model

Results
with KWIC and other
complementary 
analyses and views

Parameter 
settings
Potential 

and impact

If this talk was a unique keyword?
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Appendix: Formulae

p(k= f )=p f=
(Ff )(

T−F
t−f )

(Tt )

Part Rest Total

Word f (F-f) F

Rest (t-f) (T-F)
-(t-f)

(T-F)

Total t (T-t) T
( nm)=

n!
m! (n−m)!

p(k≥ f )= ∑
i=f

min(F ,T )

pi

p(k≤ f )=∑
i= 0

f

p i

p(k≤f )=∑
i= 0

f

p i

S +=|log10( p(k≥ f ))|f >F
t
T

f≤F
t
T

S -=−|log10(p (k≤ f ))|
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where

is the binomial coefficient:

( nm)1. Probability for one frequency f:

2. Cumulated probabilities: 3. Conversion to 
Specificity score:
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